In this paper we introduce and study fuzzy generalized b-connected spacein fuzzy Topological space on fuzzy sets and introduce some types of fuzzy (ɡp-connected,ɡs-connected,ɡ-connected and ɡsp-connected) space with some properties, relations andTheorems about this subject.
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Proof (1) :Let (A ͂ ,T ͂ ) is fuzzy gb-connected space
Suppose that (A ͂ ,T ͂ ) is fuzzy g-disconnected space Then this implies that there exist non-empty maximal fuzzy g-separated sets B ͂ andC ͂ in A ͂ such that A ͂ B ͂ C ͂ .Then by theorem (2.7) there exist non-empty maximal fuzzy gb-separated sets B ͂ andC ͂ in A ͂ such that A ͂ B ͂ C ͂ . Implies that (A ͂ ,T ͂ ) is fuzzy gb-disconnected which is a contradiction Hence (A ͂ ,T ͂ ) is fuzzy g-connected space.  The Proof (2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 ) is similar to that of (1) theorem (3.6).
Remark(3.7):
The converse of (1) 
